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demand (Ricardian equivalence). There vestment. If there had been only a net in-
can be little doubt that many consumers crease in the demand for ftmds by the U.S.
are not far-sighted, but it is also clear that government and American households, the
they cannot all be stupid. The argument resulting rise in interest rates would have
suggests that only part of the increase in crowded out private investment. How-
the budget deficit translates into a net ever, such a crowding out did not take
demand for funds in the capital market. place. Investment not only failed to shrink
This interpretation is compatible with the in the years following the 1981 reform, it
fact that, despite a sharp increase in the even rose and stayed high despite an ex-
U.S. budget deficit, the sum of private and cessively high level of U.S. interest rates.5
government savings developed more (Compare Figures 1 and 2).
steadily than each of its components (see These problems suggest that there may
Figure 1). have been a second cause for the trade

The second problem with the popular deficit that reinforced or even dominated
view is the strength of U.S. private in- the income effects of the budget deficit. A
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FIGURE 2
THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTEREST RATES*
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1988.

strong candidate is the incentive effect the market rate of interest U.S. invest-
created by ACRS. Compared to the Asset ment projects were able to bear was about
Depreciation Range system (ADR) that twice that similar investment projects in
was in operation before 1981, ACRS dra- countries without accelerated deprecia-
matically reduced the depreciation pe- tion or an investment tax credit could bear.
riods for most equipment and plant from It seems that this dramatic increase in the
about 8-12 years to 5 years and for con- ability to withstand high interest rates
struction from 36 64 years to 15 years. should have had some bearing on inter-
Combined with the investment tax credit national capital movements.'
(ITC), this resulted in investment incen- In principle, international capital
tives approximating and often even ex- movements can result from diverging na-
ceeding expensing.' With a corporate tax tional savings flows and/or from at-
rate of 46 percent, expensing meant that tempts to reshuffle existing stocks of as-
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tortions in the allocation of capital to generated by these funds is subject to in-
competing uses in America. On the other come taxation in the country of residence,
hand, ACRS reduced the overall wedge the but the source country is allowed to charge
tax system drove between the marginal a withholding tax of up to 10 percent for
product of capital and the consumer rate which the residence country gives a credit.
of time preference and created dynamic In the presence of true economic depre-
welfare gains that, according to a study ciation and debt financing of marginal
by Fullerton and Henderson (1985), ov- investment projects, or true economic de-
ercompensated the static welfare losses. preciation and uniform taxes on interest
ACRS may also have had important in- income and retained profits within a
ternational welfare effects in addition to country, the equilibrium in the world
these closed economy effects.9 capital market will then be characterized

As is well known, world efficiency in the by equality in the marginal products of
allocation of capital to the various coun- capital regardless of whether the tax sys-
tries requires equating the marginal tems are harmonized or not. Thus, world
products of capital, but it may be to a efficiency will be the implication of a cap-
country's national advantage to deviate ital market equilibrium.
from this rule. Peggy Musgrave (1969) To steer a capital exporting country
argued that it would be optimal for a cap- away from this equilibrium into the sit-
ital exporting country to repatriate funds uation where it maximizes its national
until the marginal domestic product of advantage, it would be necessary to in-
capital has fallen to the level of the for- troduce incentives to repatriate part of its
eign rate of return net of withholding capital operating abroad. A possible mea-
taxes. This is correct if the country is small sure would be to impose a surtax on for-
and faces a given net rate of return that eign investment income. Yet, a less ob-
it cannot change through its own actions. vious and much more elegant equivalent
However, for a large country like the measure is to subsidize domestic invest-
United States, which produces about one ment. In this sense, although certainly not
third of OECD output, this assumption intended to have this result, ACRS can be
does not seem plausible, for it certainly seen as a means of helping the United
can affect the world interest rate level States to exploit a monopoly position in
through its own actions. Maximizing the world capital markets and to maximize its
U.S. rent from lending capital abroad national advantage.
means reducing the capital supply not only Unfortunately, however, there is some
below the point of world efficiency but evidence that the U.S. national optimum
even below the Musgrave optimum. The was nowhere near being reached. Accord-
optimal supply from the point of view of ing to official statistics, the United States
national advantage is one that satisfies turned from a net creditor to a net debtor
Coumot's monopoly conditions. The mar- position in 1985. This is clearly a sign of
ginal cost is the marginal product of cap- suboptimality, for a monopolist would
ital foregone by withdrawing capital from never reduce his supply to zero, let alone
domestic uses. The marginal revenue is make it negative.
the foreign return to capital net of with- On the other hand, it is clear that the
holding taxes and net of the revenue loss official statistics are not very reliable since
that the intramarginal capital supply ex- they include directly invested assets that
periences when one additional unit of are evaluated at nominal historical book
capital is offered to the world capital mar- values. A large fraction of U.S. direct in-
ket. vestment abroad dates back to the post-

Suppose, in line with empirical facts, war period when significant parts of Eu-
that debt instruments are the dominant ropean industry were bought under ex-
source of funds by which marginal inter- ceptionally favorable conditions. An at-
national reallocations of capital are tempt had been made to adjust the data
brought about. When there is a double for this distortion by weighting the an-
taxation agreement, the interest income nual gross direct investment flows be-
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holders want to invest a steadily increas- ever, the high dollar prices of American
ing proportion of their portfolios in Amer- imports are still preventing the trade bal-
ican assets, sufficient to create a continu- ance deficit from shrinking in value terms.
ing flow demand for the dollars supplied The turning point must be near though.
by traders in the foreign exchange mar- The turning point of the trade balance
kets. is not necessarily the turning point of the

The dollar did indeed reach a turning dollar. As long as a trade deficit persists
point in February 1985, but it is unclear that exceeds the level sustainable in a
whether this was the natural result of the long-run steady-state growth situation,
trade balance deficit which presumably there is a flow supply of dollars in the
was caused by the 1981 reform or whether foreign exchange markets that asset
it resulted from new policy measures taken holders are not willing to absorb with
in the meantime. Bankers tend to argue given interest rates and exchange rate
that the Plaza agreement of 1985 was the expectations. Despite short-run waves of
reason for the subsequent sharp fall in the optimism the dollar may therefore re-
dollar value. However, the Plaza agree- main under pressure for a while.
ment came 7 months after the dollar@s peak As mentioned in the introduction, dur-
and did not produce significant changes ing the last two years at least one third
in the time path of the exchange rate. (See of the U.S. trade deficit was being fi-
Figure 4.) A more plausible candidate is nanced by foreign central banks. This
the publication of the Treasury I proposal" policy is in line with the Louvre accord of
in November 1984 for this was three February 1987 and it is strongly sup-
months before the dollar's peak. The ported by foreign export lobbies. It re-
Treasury I proposal was the first step to- mains to be seen whether central banks
wards the 1986 reform and it proclaimed will prove to have enough strength to
an even more radical removal of invest- continue and even expand their policy
ment incentives than was in the event ac- until a significant improvement in the
tually carried out. Clearly, it was a signal trade balance occurs.
for far-sighted investors to expect lower Altogether, the 1981 and 1986 U.S. tax
interest rates in the United States and a reforms were gigantic economic experi-
lower value of the dollar in the long run. ments turning the steering wheel into op-
Anticipating exchange rate losses on dol- posite directions. These experiments gave
lar denominated assets, or gains on assets uscful insights into the way a world econ-
denominated in foreign currencies, these omy with highly integrated capital mar-
investors became increasingly reluctant kets operates. They may also have helped
to continue their portfolio restructuring to improve the U.S. net advantage from
in favor of American assets and thus lending its capital abroad. Whether the
causcd the dollar to fall. The planned re- world as a whole should have applauded
form was carried out in 1986, and there the experiments is, to say the least, open
was indeed a decline in the interest rates to doubt.
as would have been expected.

The low value of the dollar, far below
purchasing power parities, will certainly NOTES
reduce the U.S. trade deficit and hence 'See IWD 17, 28 April 1988. The exact percentages
reduce the U.S. capital imports. Again, are 30 for 1986 and 41 for 1987. On top of the official
however, the trade balance cannot be ex- interventions, there were extensive purchases of dol-
pected to react quickly since it takes time lar denominated debt instruments in the Euromarket

hich, in the statistics, are counted as private capitalfor the American export industry to ex- w into the United States.e rts
pand and for foreign exporters to realize %rcause of the revaluation of German exports and
that they cannot keep on offsetting the low sluggish demand reactions, West Germany was the
dollar by accepting negative profit mar- world's largest exporting country in 1986 and 1987

'See Joint Committee on Taxation (1981, 1986).gins. It is true that the first signals for 4Cf U.S. Joint Committee on Taxation (1981, Tab.
an improvement of the trade balance in 2, 58) and Business Conditions Digest, July 1987.
quantitative terms have appeared. How- wed that the first two yearsBosworth (1985) sho
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